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Abstract

This paper presents theHierarchical Walk, or H-Walk algorithm, which maintains the distance between
two moving convex bodies by exploiting both motion coherence and hierarchical representations. For convex
polygons, we prove thatH-Walk improves on the classic Lin–Canny and Dobkin–Kirkpatrick algorithms. We have
implementedH-Walk for moving convex polyhedra in three dimensions. Experimental results indicate that, unlike
previous incremental distance computation algorithms,H-Walkadapts well to variable coherence in the motion and
provides consistent performance. 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Distance computation is an important problem in many applications, for example, virtual environment
simulation, computer animation, and robot motion planning. Distance information can be used for
collision detection, which is crucial in creating realistic virtual environments, as collision leads to either
incorrect behavior or visual artifacts. In motion planning, collision causes damage to robots. Distance
information can also be used to guide sampling in randomized motion planning algorithms.

The distance computation problem has been studied extensively in the literature (see, for example,
[2,4,5,7,8,10,12,14]). In particular, computing the distance between convex objects has received much
attention because it serves as a fundamental building block in many collision detection packages. Two
techniques are most commonly employed to obtain fast distance computation between two moving
convex objects: hierarchical data structures and incremental distance computation by exploiting the
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coherence of motion. Previous work on this problem usually applies one of the two techniques; the
former performs better for complex objects exhibiting low level of coherence, while the latter performs
better for simple objects exhibiting high level of coherence. However, in real-time collision detection
applications, what is required is consistently good performance across different levels of coherence. In
this paper, we show that the two techniques can be effectively combined to achieve this goal.

Early work on distance computation typically considers the distance between a pair of static convex
objects. Dobkin and Kirkpatrick give a linear-time algorithm to determine the distance between two
convex polyhedra [3]. The algorithm of Gilbert, Johnson and Keerthi (GJK), which is well known in the
robotics community, treats a polyhedron as the convex hull of a set of points and performs operations on
the simplices defined by subsets of these points [7]. It works well for simple objects.

If there are many distance queries for the same pair of objects, one may wish to preprocess the objects
in order to improve the query time. Edelsbrunner gives an algorithm that answers distance queries
between two convex polygons in logarithmic time [5]. Dobkin and Kirkpatrick propose an algorithm
(Dobkin–Kirkpatrick) that preprocesses two convex polyhedra in linear time so that for any translation
and rotation of the polyhedra, the distance between them can be obtained in poly-logarithmic time [4].
The key data structure they use is a balanced inner hierarchical representation of a convex polyhedron
known as the Dobkin–Kirkpatrick hierarchy.

In practice, the objects that we deal with are often in continuous motion. A standard way to handle this
situation is to discretize time, and at each time step, compute the distance between the objects according
to their current position and orientation. If the time step is small enough, the closest pair of features
(vertices, edges or faces) between two polyhedra will not move very far from one time step to the next.
This coherence, together with convexity, motivates the approach of tracking the closest pair of features
instead of computing it from scratch at every time step. Lin and Canny proposed the first algorithm (Lin–
Canny) that exploits coherence [12]. Their algorithm starts from the closest pair computed in the last time
step, and “walks” on the surface of polyhedra until reaching the new closest pair. Convexity guarantees
that we can determine locally whether a pair of features is the closest pair, and if not, a neighboring pair
that is closer. Empirically the query time forLin–Cannyis nearly constant provided that the coherence is
high. Later on, Cameron proposed an enhanced version ofGJK [1], which possesses properties similar
to those ofLin–Canny. More recently, Mirtich formulated theV-Clip algorithm, which is based onLin–
Canny, but more efficient and robust in practice [13].

Lin–Cannyand the other algorithms that exploit the coherence between successive queries are simple
to implement and perform very well when coherence is high. Ideally, ifc is the minimum number of
features that we need to traverse in order to go from the previous to the current closest pair, one can hope
thatLin–Cannywill work in time O(c). However, the performance ofLin–Cannydepends critically on the
level of coherence, which in turn depends on the combinatorial complexity, the shape, and the motion of
objects. When the coherence becomes low, its performance quickly deteriorates. Actually one can show
that in the worst case, if there are a total ofn features on the polyhedra in question,Lin–Cannymay have
to walk�(n2) steps before reaching the closest pair. In contrast toLin–Canny, Dobkin–Kirkpatrickhas
guaranteed poly-logarithmic bound, but it does not exploit coherence and is likely to be slower thanLin–
Cannywhen coherence is high. In addition,Dobkin–Kirkpatrick is more difficult to implement because
of the subtle geometric computation involved.

This paper presents theHierarchical Walk, or H-Walk, algorithm, which appliesLin–Cannytype of
walking on hierarchically represented polyhedra to improve on the classic Lin–Canny and Dobkin–
Kirkpatrick algorithms.Lin–Cannyalways walks on the surface of polyhedra and therefore may walk
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a long distance before reaching the closest pair. The problem can be fixed by allowing the walk to go
inside the polyhedra and take shortcuts to achieve better performance. To be able to do so, we need
to introduce new features, in addition to those already on the surface. The inner hierarchy defined by
Dobkin and Kirkpatrick provides a good set of features for our purpose. We can think of the new
algorithm as walking in the Dobkin–Kirkpatrick hierarchy instead of on the surfaces of a polyhedron.
Intuitively, this new walking strategy should be more efficient, especially when objects are complex
and the coherence is low. Our experimental results indicate that it is indeed the case. In fact, we can
prove that in two dimensions,H-Walk runs in O(logc) time, an improvement overLin–Canny’s O(c)
and Dobkin–Kirkpatrick’s O(logn), but we are unable to prove the same theoretical bound in three
dimensions. Furthermore,H-Walk offers consistent performance across different levels of coherence, a
desirable property in many real-time applications. LikeLin–Canny, H-Walk is very simple to implement.
After building the Dobkin–Kirkpatrick hierarchy the only primitive operation that it performs is to walk
from one feature to an adjacent feature.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the basic ideas for incremental
distance computation and data structures needed for implementingH-Walk. Section 3 presents our
algorithms in two dimensions. Section 4 presents our algorithms in three dimensions, the experimental
results. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the results and points out direction for future research.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Definitions and notations

Let P be a convex polyhedron inRd for d = 2 or 3. A feature ofP is a vertex, an edge or a face (if
d = 3) on the boundary ofP . We assume that edges and faces are closed sets. A closest pair of features
between two convex polyhedraP andQ is a pair of features that contain a closest pair of points, i.e.,
a pair of points that achieve the minimum Euclidean distance betweenP andQ. Notice that the closest
pairs may not be unique. The strategy adopted by most distance computation algorithms is to locate the
closest pair of features.

Since edges and faces are assumed closed, features may thus overlap with one another. Two features
are adjacent if they have nonempty intersection. Two adjacent features are also calledneighbors.
A sequence of featuresF1,F2, . . . ,Fk forms apath betweenF1 andFk , if Fi andFi+1 are adjacent
for i = 1,2, . . . , k − 1. Thetraversal distancebetween two featuresF andF ′, denoted byτ(F,F ′), is
the minimum length of all paths betweenF andF ′.

Let F andF ′ be two features on a convex polygon, and|C(F,F ′)| be the number of features on
C(F,F ′), the counter-clockwise polygonal chain betweenF andF ′. The traversal distance between
F andF ′ is thenτ(F,F ′) = min(|C(F,F ′)|, |C(F ′,F)|). For convex polyhedra inR3, the traversal
distance can be computed by searching for the shortest path between two features in the graph induced
by the features of a polyhedron. The notion of traversal distance is essential for analyzing feature-based
distance computation algorithms, such as those that we are going to discuss.

2.2. Feature-based incremental algorithms

There are several ways to verify that a pair of features forms the closest pair. One possibility is to
use the notion ofVoronoi regions. The Voronoi region of a featureF on a polyhedronP , denoted by
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Fig. 1. A bad case for choosing the last closest pair for(F0,G0). The initial pair(F0,G0) and the current closest
pair (F̂0, Ĝ0) are located on opposite sides of spheres.

VOR(F), is the set of points outsideP that is closer toF than to any other feature onP . Now we can
characterize the closest pair of features as follows [12,13].

Theorem 1. Let (F,G) be a pair of features from two disjoint convex polyhedra, andx ∈ F andy ∈ G
be the closest pair of points betweenF andG. If x ∈ VOR(G) andy ∈ VOR(F), then(x, y) is a globally
closest pair of points between the polyhedra, and(F,G) is a closest pair of features.

Both Lin–CannyandV-Clip, an improvement over the former, are based on searching for a pair of
features that satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1. The search starts with a pre-selected pair of features
(F0,G0). At each step, it tests whether the current pair of features satisfies the conditions, and if not,
one of the features is updated to its neighbor to shorten their distance.2 It can be shown that the search
always terminates with the closest pair(F̂, Ĝ), unless it is stuck in a local minimum, which is handled as
a special case (see [13] for details).

Clearly a lower bound of the running time of the above algorithm isd = τ(F0, F̂)+ τ(G0, Ĝ), the sum
of the traversal distance betweenF0 andF and that betweenG0 andG. If d is small, the algorithm may
terminate after a few updates; otherwise, it can take a long time to converge. Hence the choice of(F0,G0)

has a significant impact on the performance of the algorithm. In the worst case, the algorithm may take
2(n2) time to locate the closest pair.

If two objects move continuously and the distance between them is computed at each time step, a good
heuristic is to set(F0,G0) to be the closest pair from the previous time step. This strategy works very
well if the coherence is high, that is, the closest pairs of features between successive invocations are close
to each other. In fact, high level of coherence is a critical condition for the empirically observed nearly
constant-time performance of most feature-based distance computation algorithms. Of course, there are
situations where the condition does not hold, either because objects have high complexity or because
they move very fast. Consider, for example, two spheres displaced at a fixed distance from each other
and rotating at constant speed. If between two successive time steps, each of them turns 180◦, the new
closest feature pair will now be located at exactly the opposite side of the spheres (Fig. 1). A classic
feature-based algorithm has to traverse all the way from one side to the other side of a sphere in order to
get the correct answer, which can take a long time if the spheres are densely tessellated. A possible cure
for this problem is to build hierarchical representations of objects, and tunnel through the inside of the
objects by traversing in hierarchies instead of creeping on their surfaces.

2 In this paper, the distance between two featuresF andG is understood to be the shortest Euclidean distance between all
points inF and all points inG.
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Fig. 2. In and out pointers in the Dobkin–Kirkpatrick hierarchy of a convex polygon. Only representative pointers
are shown. (a) In pointers. (b) Out pointers.

2.3. Dobkin–Kirkpatrick hierarchy

The Dobkin–Kirkpatrick hierarchy for a convex polyhedronP is a sequence of convex polyhedra
P0= P,P1,P2, . . . , Pk wherePi+1 is contained inPi , andPk is a simplex (triangle inR2 and tetrahedron
in R3). We refer toP0,P1, . . . , Pk as layers. Computing the Dobkin–Kirkpatrick hierarchy for a convex
polygonP is straightforward. Suppose thatP hasn verticesu1, u2, . . . , un. Choose every other vertices
u1, u3, u5, . . . and form a new convex polygon. Continue this process until a triangle is left. We thus end
up with a sequence of polygonsP0,P1, . . . , Pk , wherek =O(logn). For a convex polyhedron, each layer
Pi+1 is obtained fromPi by removing an independent set of vertices ofPi of low degree, together with
their adjacent features, and retriangulating the holes thus created. A combinatorial lemma shows that in
eachPi , we can always find a constant fraction of independent low-degree vertices to remove, and so the
hierarchy has again O(logn) layers [4].

The Dobkin–Kirkpatrick hierarchy is used in [4] to compute the distance between two convex polygons
in O(logn) time and the distance between two convex polyhedra in O(log2n) time. We also use this
hierarchy to facilitate the distance computation, but in a different way. With each featureF of Pi for
16 i 6 k − 1, we store anin pointerFin, and anout pointerFout to connectF to features of adjacent
layers in the hierarchy (Fig. 2). A feature of the outermost layerP0 has only the in pointer. A feature of
the innermost layerPk has only the out pointer. Specifically, ifF is a vertex inPi\Pi+1, then setFin to
be any vertex on the boundary of the hole created by removingF and its neighbors. Otherwise, there
are two cases. IfF is in bothPi andPi+1, setFin to its own copy inPi+1. If F is adjacent to a feature
of Pi+1, setFin to a feature ofPi+1 adjacent toF . The out pointers have these same two cases. We set
up Fout similarly. The in and out pointers link all layers of the hierarchy together while preserving, to
some extent, the local neighborhood information. They allow us to walk conveniently up and down the
hierarchy inside a polyhedron.

2.4. Overview of H-Walk

The two methods described above exploits two different aspects of the problem to gain efficiency. The
feature-based method takes advantage of the coherence of motion; the Dobkin–Kirkpatrick algorithm
takes shortcuts by going through the interior of polytopes in order to reach the solution more quickly.
We propose a new approach that combines the advantages of both. Our algorithm builds a Dobkin–
Kirkpatrick hierarchy for each polyhedron and walks in the hierarchies. At each step, the algorithm may
either walk to a nearby feature at the same level of the hierarchy as a feature-based method does, or move
an adjacent level of the hierarchy as the Dobkin–Kirkpatrick algorithm. Fig. 3 shows schematic drawings
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Fig. 3. A comparison of three methods. The closed curves are schematic drawings of polyhedra (at different levels
of a hierarchy). The thick lines indicate the paths taken by each method.

that compare the three approaches. A feature-based incremental method always walks on the boundaries
of polyhedra.Dobkin–Kirkpatrickalways starts from the innermost layers of hierarchies and tracks the
closest feature-pair from layer to layer. In contrast,H-Walkstarts on the boundaries of polyhedra, walks
on the same layers for a few steps, and then drops to inner layers in order to take shortcuts. After
locating a closest feature-pair at some level,H-Walk tracks it until returning to the outermost layers
of the hierarchies. Intuitively when the coherence is high, a few steps of update at the same levels of the
hierarchies will quickly bring us to the solution; however, when the coherence is low, we need to dive
deeper into the hierarchies to take shortcuts through the interior of polyhedra.

3. Convex polygons

In two dimensions, we can treat the Dobkin–Kirkpatrick hierarchy as a tree whose parent and child
pointers correspond to the in and out pointers of the hierarchy, respectively. The features on the same level
of a hierarchy are linked into a circular list. The resulting data structure resembles askip list (Fig. 4),
where each layer of the hierarchy corresponds to a level in the skip list. Links connecting nodes in the
same level correspond to polygon edges. Links connecting nodes between two adjacent levels correspond
to in and out pointers. In a skip list, there is an O(logc) path between any two bottom level nodes whose
indices differ byc, just as in the case of afinger tree[9]. This is basically the reason whyH-Walk takes
time logarithmic in the traversal distance between an initial and a closest pair of features by walking in the
Dobkin–Kirkpatrick hierarchy. In the next two subsections, we first prove the result for the simple case
of computing the distance between a point and a convex polygon, and then treat the more complicated
case of two convex polygons.
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Fig. 4. A skip list representation of the Dobkin–Kirkpatrick hierarchy of a convex polygon. (Although the coarsest
level of Dobkin–Kirkpatrick hierarchy has three nodes, this schematic drawing shows levels with one and two
nodes to avoid a cluttered picture.)

3.1. Computing distance between a point and a convex polygon

The algorithm for computing the distance between a pointq and convex polygonP is based on the
following well-known fact.

Lemma 2. For any pointq /∈ P and any two verticesu, v of P , we can decide inO(1) time whether the
closest feature inP to q is on the polygonal chainC(u, v).

To locateF̂ , the closest feature toq, we perform a two-stage binary search that resembles locating an
element in a sorted list. In the first stage, we start from some initial featureF0 and check features with
traversal distance 1,2,4,8, . . . away fromF0 in the counter-clockwise (CCW) direction, until we reach
a featureG such thatF̂ ∈ C(F0,G). In the second stage, we do a binary search on the chainC(F0,G)
to locateF̂ . Clearly, the two-stage binary search takes O(log |C(F0, F̂)|) checks, and each check takes
constant time according to Lemma 2. To obtain an overall O(log|C(F0, F̂)|) bound, we just need to
access features whose traversal distance to any given feature form a geometric progression roughly. The
set of edges provided by Dobkin–Kirkpatrick hierarchy offers one possibility to make such accesses: the
traversal distance between any two adjacent vertices on layeri is approximately 2i , and we can move
between layers by following in and out pointers in the hierarchy.

By definition, the traversal distanceτ(F0, F̂) is the minimum of|C(F0, F̂)| and |C(F̂,F0)|. We,
therefore, need to decide whether to walk in the CCW or CW direction in stage one of the algorithm.
A simple way to get around the problem is to run the algorithm simultaneously in both directions, and
stop as soon aŝF is found. Hence the algorithm takes time logarithmic in the traversal distance between
F0 andF̂ .

Theorem 3. Given any featureF0 in a convex polygonP as a starting point, we can compute the closest
featureF̂ in P to any pointq /∈ P in O(logτ(F0, F̂)) time.

The binary search procedure described above easily provides a logarithmic bound in terms of the
traversal distance, but cannot be generalized to three dimensions, since there is no linear ordering in
three dimensions. We now describe a similar, but slightly different technique which can be extended to
handle the three-dimensional case. Instead of performing a binary search, we can “walk” in the Dobkin–
Kirkpatrick hierarchy. The new technique maintains a featureF together withPF , the layer thatF is on,
and updateF until the closest featurêF is found. Starting from a given initial featureF onP , it checks if
F is the closest feature onPF to q while counting the number of updates performed on that layer. IfF is
not the closest feature, we walk to the counter-clockwise (CCW) neighbor ofF and continue until either
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the number of updates exceed a prescribed constants or the closest feature on that layer is found. In the
former case, we followFin, the in pointer ofF to descend to an inner layer ofP . In the latter case, we
start to ascend in the hierarchy. During the ascension, we always walk on the same layer in the direction
in which the distance toq decreases until the closest feature toq on that layer is reached. We then follow
the out pointerFout to move to an outer layer, and continue until we return to the outermost layerP0= P
and obtain the closest feature onP to q. Again, the procedure has to be performed simultaneously in both
the CW and CCW direction. A nice property of the new procedure is that all the operations are local,
which makes it possible to generalize to three dimensions.

3.2. Computing distance between two convex polygons

Computing the distance between two convex polygonsP andQ is a little bit more complex but the
underlying idea is the same. Our algorithm makes use of a key lemma due to Edelsbrunner [5].

Lemma 4. Let C(u1, u2) be a polygonal chain onP , and C(v1, v2) be polygonal chain onQ. If
C(u1, u2) and C(v1, v2) contain the closest pair of features betweenP and Q, then for any vertex
u ∈ C(u1, u2) and v ∈ C(v1, v2), we can decide inO(1) time to discard at least one of four chains
C(u1, u),C(u,u2),C(v1, v) andC(v, v2) so that the closest pair of features is contained in the remaining
chains.

If a subchain of a chainC is discarded, we say thatC is refined.
Our algorithm tries to maintain two chains that contain the closest pair and refine them until the closest

pair is located. In each step, we choose an appropriate vertex, called apivot, on each chain and refine the
two chains with respect to the pivots according to Lemma 4. If we always choose the middle vertex of a
chain as a pivot, we will obtain an O(logn) time algorithm, as in [5]. To achieve a bound logarithmic in
the traversal distance between an initial and a closest pair of features, we follow a strategy similar to the
one in the previous section. We first identify two chains, one on each polygon, that contain a closest pair
of feature and then apply binary search to them to localize the closest pair.

Define theantipodal vertex u̇ of a vertexu ∈ P to be the vertex inP such the number of features
betweenu andu̇ in the CCW direction isb|P |/2c, that is,|C(u, u̇)| = b|P |/2c. Let us assume, for now,
that the closest pair of features is contained inC(u0, u̇0) andC(v0, v̇0) for some initial pair of vertices
u0 ∈ P andv0 ∈Q. The refinement strategy consists of two stages and is exactly the same forC(u0, u̇0)

andC(v0, v̇0). Without loss of generality, we describe it forC(u0, u̇0) only. In stage one, we successively
choose vertices with distances,2s,4s, . . . away fromu0 in the CCW direction as the pivotu, wheres is
some constant, and refine the current chain. IfC(u, u̇0) is discarded instead ofC(u0, u), we know that the
closest feature is contained in the chainC(u0, u) and enter stage two. In stage two, the algorithm always
picks the middle vertex of the current chain as the pivot, and continue refining until we get a chain of
length one and find the closest feature onP . Note that the algorithm chooses the pivots independently for
P andQ, depending on which stagesP orQ is in. Furthermore, Lemma 4 guarantees that pivots always
exist and the refinement process can proceed until we end up with two chains of length one.

The procedure described above is essentially a binary search. As we have seen in Section 3.1, binary
search on a convex polygon is very similar to walking in the Dobkin–Kirkpatrick hierarchy. We have
chosen to describe the algorithm as binary search because it simplifies the presentation of analysis, but
as before, walking in the Dobkin–Kirkpatrick hierarchy extends more easily to three dimensions.
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The running time of the algorithm is proportional to the total number of refinements required to locate
the closest pair(F̂, Ĝ) between the two polygonsP andQ. First let us consider the refinements forP . In
stage one, every time we pick a new pivotu, the distance fromu to u0 doubles. After O(log |C(u0, F̂)|)
steps, stage one ends with a pivotξ such that the chainC(u0, ξ ) is guaranteed to contain̂F . The number
of refinements in stage two is clearly bounded by O(log|C(u0, ξ )|) because we perform a binary search
onC(u0, ξ ). Combining the results for both stage one and two, we conclude that the number of refinement
steps forP is bounded by O(log|C(u0, F̂)|). The same analysis applies toQ. So the total number of
refinements is O(log|C(u, F̂)| + log |C(v, Ĝ)|).

So far, we have assumed thatC(u0, u̇0) andC(v0, v̇0) contains the closest pair of features, because
we always move in the CCW direction starting fromu0 andv0. Just as in Section 3.1, we can move in
either CCW or CW direction at bothu0 andv0. By running the algorithm simultaneously for all four
possibilities, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 5. Let P and Q be two convex polygons. Given a pair of featureF0 ∈ P and G0 ∈ Q
as a starting point, we can compute the closest pair of features(F̂, Ĝ) betweenP and Q in time
O(logτ(F0, F̂)+ logτ(G0, Ĝ)) time.

4. Convex polyhedra

4.1. Algorithm

Our algorithm in three dimensions employs the same basic idea of walking in hierarchically
represented polyhedra. Suppose that we have pre-computed the Dobkin–Kirkpatrick hierarchiesP0 =
P,P1, . . . , Pk andQ0=Q,Q1, . . . ,Ql for two convex polyhedraP andQ. The algorithm starts with an
initial pair features(F0,G0), and again proceeds in two stages. In stage one, it walks a constant number
s of steps at each level of the hierarchies until it reaches the bottom level. In each step, the algorithm
checks to see whether the current pair of features is a closest pair for the current layers. If it fails to find
the closest pair afters steps, it then follows the in pointers of the current feature-pair to descend one level
in the two hierarchies simultaneously, if possible, and continue until a closest pair of features is found
between two polyhedraPi andQj . In stage two, the algorithm walks as many steps on the same level
as needed in order to find the closest pair(F̂i , Ĝj ) between polyhedraPi andQj . It then follows the out
pointers ofF̂i andĜi to ascend one level in the hierarchies and continues the walk. When we return the
outermost layersP0 andQ0, the closest pair betweenP andQ is found. The reader may refer to Fig. 3
for an illustration of the idea.

If the coherence is high, then in stage one, we will be likely to descend only a small number of levels.
In stage two, sincePi andQj are approximations toPi−1 andQj−1, respectively,(F̂i , Ĝj ) is likely to be
near(F̂i−1, Ĝj−1), and hence we will walk only a small number of steps at each level. By going down
and then going up the hierarchies, we avoid the potentially expensive cost of walking a long way on the
boundaries ofP0 andQ0.

Choosing an initial pair of features(F0,G0) remains an issue here, since there are many choices
available. During the last invocation ofH-Walk, we have found a sequence of closest pairs between
two polyhedra approximatingP andQ; any one of them may serve as a candidate for the initial pair.
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If we choose(F0,G0) from the innermost layersPk andQl , the behavior ofH-Walk is similar to that
of Dobkin–Kirkpatrick, since both start with the innermost layers, move one level at a time towards the
outermost layers to find the closest pair betweenP andQ. However, each step ofH-Walk is simple and
efficient: just walk from a pair of features to an adjacent one or follow the out pointers to ascend one
level. Dobkin–Kirkpatrick, on the other hand, uses a very elaborate scheme every time it has to go up
one layer, in order to guarantee the worst-case bound. As a result, each step ofDobkin–Kirkpatricktakes
much longer to execute, and it is also less robust because of the more subtle geometric computation
involved.

Starting the search from the innermost layers basically ignores the coherence of motion. To take
advantage of coherence, we may, for example, pick the closest pair between the outmost layersP0 and
Q0, if we expect to descend and ascend only a small number of levels in the hierarchies before reaching
the closest pair. However, if the coherence is low, we must descend deeply into the hierarchies and ascend
all the way up. Time spent on descending is wasted. In this case, it is much more efficient to start with
the closest pair at some deeper level and pay only the cost of ascending.

As we mentioned previously, there are actually a sequence of closest pairs at different levels of
the hierarchies from the last invocation ofH-Walk to choose for(F0,G0). Depending on the level of
coherence, one of them might be better than the others. We will look at the impact of these choices on
the behavior of the resulting algorithm in the experiments.

4.2. Experiments

We use a pair of identical objects in our experiments. Since only the relative motion of the two objects
matters, one of them is fixed at the origin, and the other orbits around it and rotates about some axis
according to the pseudo-code below. This test scheme is due to Mirtich [13].

Procedure 1
Input : angular velocityω, and constantA chosen to avoid penetration of objects 1 and 2
1. Fix object 1 at the origin.
2. for i = 1 to 10do
3. v← a vector sampled uniformly at random from the unit sphere.
4. for j = 1 to 100do
5. θ← jω.
6. x← (Acosθ,Asinθ,Acosθ).
7. ρ← rotation byθ about axisv.
8. Set object 2 atx with orientationρ.
9. Compute distance between objects 1 and 2.

For every test, we ran the algorithm once for each method of picking the initial feature pair of features.
In particular, we pick the closest pair at layer 0, 4, 8, 16, and the innermost layer (labeled “h-walk 0”,
“h-walk 4”, “h-walk 8”, “h-walk 16” and “h-walk∞” in Figs. 5–7) to initializeH-Walk. If an object is
too simple to have enough number of layers, we simply skip those layers. We also ranV-Clip, a very
efficient implementation ofLin–Canny, for comparison.
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Fig. 5. Operation counts for spheres tessellated at various densities.
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Fig. 6. Operation counts for ellipsoids with two different shapes and tessellation densities.

Fig. 7. Operation counts for two ellipsoids placed in close proximity.

The parameters, the number of steps to walk on each level, was set to be 4 for all the results shown
here, but according to our experiments, the choice ofs does not affect the performance of the algorithm
significantly. A small constant usually works well.

Coherence is a key factor that determines the efficiency of feature-based incremental distance
computation algorithms, includingH-Walk. It is difficult to define coherence precisely, but usually high
coherence means that objects have low combinatorial complexity, regular geometric shape, and low
velocity of motion. Thus, in the above test scheme, the greater the angular velocityω, the lower the
coherence is.

Figs. 5–7 plot the average number of steps walked per invocation to reach the closest pair versus the
coherence parameterω.
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The first set of tests consists of pairs of spheres tessellated at various densities. Fig. 5(a) shows the
results for a pair of spheres tessellated with eight vertices. Since the objects are extremely simple,
hierarchical data structures do not help much. All algorithms have similar performance and do not differ
by more than a few steps. Fig. 5(b) plots the result for spheres tessellated with 400 vertices. The graph
shows that when the coherence is high (ω is small), initializing with the closest feature-pair near the
outermost layer gives better performance, because coherence helps us to avoid the cost of descending
to the bottom level. As coherence gets lower and lower, initializing with the closest feature-pair on the
innermost layer eventually becomes the best choice. Figs. 5(c)–(e) show the plots for spheres tessellated
with 800, 1,600 and 3,200 vertices, respectively. The results are similar to the previous one except that the
trend is now much clearer. In the four cases shown in Figs. 5(b)–(e), when the coherence is high (ω < 20),
the performance ofV-Clip is comparable with that ofH-Walk initialized with the closest feature-pair near
the outermost layers, and is better thanH-Walk initialized with the closest feature-pair near the innermost
layers. However,V-Clip’s performance quickly deteriorates as coherence gets lower. Whenω > 30, H-
Walkshows better performance thanV-Clip regardless of the method of initialization. The computational
cost ofV-Clip grows almost linearly with respect toω, the coherence parameter; the growth ofH-Walk is
much smaller. Notice also that when the combinatorial size of spheres quadruples (compare, for example,
Figs. 5(b) and (d)),V-Clip almost doubles the amount of computation time needed, whileH-Walkshows
only moderate increase of computation time. Finally, Fig. 5(f) gives an extreme example that contains a
pair of spheres tessellated with 8,000 vertices.H-Walk is significantly more efficient thanV-Clip in this
case.

The second set of tests uses more elongated shapes. Fig. 6(a) shows the result for a pair of ellipsoids,
which contain 240 vertices each and have axes of length 1, 0.1 and 0.1. Fig. 6(b) shows the result for
another pair of ellipsoids, which contain 600 vertices each and have axes of length 1, 0.04 and 0.04. Again
initializing with the closest feature-pair near the top level is advantageous if the coherence is high, though
this turns to be a good choice for a larger range of coherence levels here.V-Clip has a slight edge at high
level of coherence for the simpler ellipsoids (Fig. 6(a)), butH-Walk performs better generally for the
more complex and elongated ellipsoids (Fig. 6(b)). Notice that the elongated shape of the objects makes
the performance curves more erratic than those for the spheres, especially forV-Clip. As one would
expect, this phenomenon is accentuated (Fig. 7) if we move the two ellipsoids closer together, that is, to
reduce the size of input parameterA in Procedure 1. The performance curve ofV-Clip contains sharp
“spikes” when the closest pair jumps a long way from one place to another. In contrast, the performance
of H-Walk is much more consistent.

These controlled experiments demonstrate that when the coherence is high, bothV-Clip andH-Walk
perform well. If the complexity of objects or the velocity of motion increases,V-Clip’s performance starts
to deteriorate, because it has to walk through more and more features.H-Walkalso slows down, but not
nearly as much, because the hierarchical data structure keeps the number of steps that it has to walk
in control. Also, irregular shapes causes more problems forV-Clip than forH-Walk. For two elongated
objects, a small change in the position or orientation of objects may cause the closest pair to jump from
one end of the object to the other.V-Clip has to walk a long way before reaching the new closest pair.
H-Walkcan do it much faster by using the hierarchies.

To test the performance ofH-Walk in more realistic scenarios, we built a simple simulator for rigid-
body objects flying in three-dimensional space (see Fig. 8 for an example). In a larger system, a simulator
like this one may be integrated with dynamic simulation or motion planners to generate the motion of
objects. At each time step, our simulator computes the distance between every pair of convex objects
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Fig. 8. Satellites flying amidst asteroids. The small spheres on the surface of objects mark the closest features.

Fig. 9. Running times forH-WalkandV-Clip.

in the scene. Fig. 9 plots the algorithms’ performance versus time for a test run in which a number of
satellites fly among moving asteroids. All objects in the test move at about the same speed. Fig. 10 reports
the mean and standard deviation of running times forH-Walk andV-Clip. Although these results were
obtained from a specific set of test data, it is nevertheless interesting to note that as features at deeper
levels of the hierarchies are used to initializeH-Walk, the mean execution time first decreases and then
starts to rise again, but the standard deviation decreases monotonically. This is an interesting trade-off
in practical applications: after a certain point, we may achieve more consistent performance, but only by
sacrificing the average running time, or vice versa.
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Fig. 10. The mean and standard deviation of the running times forH-WalkandV-Clip.

4.3. Discussion

In addition to showing its efficiency, the experimental results demonstrate a number of other benefits
of H-Walk in practical applications.

Time-critical collision detection.The performance ofH-Walk is much more consistent than the
traditional feature-based incremental methods, which depend heavily on the motion coherence. This
consistency allows for more accurate predication of the time for each distance computation, which is
important in the time-critical simulation when the computation resource is allocated for each time step
and not allowed to exceed the given limit [11].

Robustness.We have also learned in our experiments thatH-Walkis very robust. It is not a surprise as the
only geometric computation involved in the feature-based incremental algorithms is to check whether two
features forms the closest pair. As described in [13], such computation can be done robustly. The original
Dobkin–Kirkpatrick method use more complex geometric computation such as computing the separation
planes and cutting a polyhedron by a plane, which are more prone to numerical errors. Furthermore a
numerical error in the computation inH-Walk may only affect the efficiency of the algorithm but not
the correctness. However, inDobkin–Kirkpatrick, a numerical error more likely results in an incorrect
answer.

The experimental results also suggest some possibilities for further improvement ofH-Walk.

Adapting to coherence levels.The experimental data in the previous section show that the best method
for choosing(F0,G0) depends on the level of coherence. For instance, “h-walk∞”, whose performance
characteristic is similar to that ofDobkin–Kirkpatrick, does not take much advantage of the coherence.
Its performance is the best at low levels of coherence, but is the worst at high levels of coherence. In many
applications, the level of coherence is unknown in advance and changes over time. It is thus desirable
for an algorithm to take into account the level of coherence and operate efficiently at different levels
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of coherence. By using a suitable strategy for picking the initial pair of features(F0,G0), H-Walk can
respond to changes in the level of coherence. When the coherence is high, we choose for(F0,G0) the
closest pair from the last time step that is near the outermost layer. When the coherence is low, we use
the closest pair near the innermost layer. Furthermore, the behavior ofH-Walk actually gives a hint on
the level of coherence. Note that the algorithm first descends and then ascends in the hierarchies. If at
some point, the algorithm only ascends from the initial pair, it means that the coherence might be higher
than expected. In the next time step, we may then choose the initial pair closer to the outermost layer.
On the other hand, if the algorithm descends too many levels, then we may want to choose a closest pair
at deeper levels as the starting point. Therefore,H-Walk provides an easy way to estimate the level of
coherence and adapts its own behavior correspondingly.

Theoretical bounds.Although the experiments indicate that the computation time of our algorithm grows
slowly as the coherence gets lower, we are unable to obtain a theoretical bound. There seems to be two
aspects of the difficulty. First, if a featureF hasm adjacent features, the information-theoretic lower
bound for finding the closest featurêF to a point is�(logm) even if F̂ is adjacent toF . Since in a
convex polyhedronP , m can be linear inn, the size ofP , a nice theoretical bound is possible only if
the graphG induced by the features ofP has bounded degree. Second, in the graph theory setting, our
problem is basically to add a small number of edges toG in order to reduce the length of the shortest
path between any two nodes inG. More specifically, if the length of the shortest path between two nodes
ofG is c, then we would like the length of the shortest path in the augmented graph to be logc. The set of
edges provided by Dobkin–Kirkpatrick hierarchy does not seem to have this property. In addition, even
if we can construct such an augmented graph, we still need a strategy for finding such a shortest path by
performing local search only.

Different hierarchies. In the paper, we use theDobkin–Kirkpatrick hierarchy as shortcuts to quickly
go through the interior of a convex polytope. However,Dobkin–Kirkpatrickhierarchy is built entirely
combinatorially and the geometry of object is ignored when building such a hierarchy. There are other
types of hierarchies which also takes the geometric shape into account [6]. In the hierarchies proposed
in that paper, not only does the hierarchy enjoy the same combinatorial property asDobkin–Kirkpatrick
hierarchy, but also the layers in the hierarchy are “close” to each other as the Hausdorff distance between
adjacent layers is bounded in terms of the diameter of the object. Such hierarchies can help us to obtain
an estimate on the distance at the end of stage one, like what is done in [6]. When we only need to detect
collision, we can safely claim that two objects are disjoint once we know that the distance is positive.
Even if for the distance computation, since two adjacent layers have similar shapes, we expect that each
walking in the second stage will take fewer steps. We also feel that the use of different hierarchies may
be necessary for establishing a theoretical bound in three dimensions.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents theH-Walkalgorithm, which computes the distance between two moving convex
objects by exploiting both the coherence of motion and hierarchical representation. For convex polygons,
we have proven thatH-Walk takes time logarithmic in the traversal distance between an initial pair of
features and a closest pair. For convex polyhedra in three dimensions, experimental results indicate that
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unlike previous incremental distance computation algorithms,H-Walk is very efficient at different levels
of coherence, and the performance of the algorithm has a trend similar to that has been proven in two
dimensions. It can also adapt its behavior automatically to adjust to changes in the level of coherence in
order to maintain the best performance.

Proving the theoretical bound for the algorithm in three dimensions remains an interesting open
question. The lack of a linear ordering on the surface of a polyhedron makes it difficult to obtain such a
bound. A more “regular” hierarchical structure may be needed in order to achieve the goal.

So far, our discussion has focused on the traversal distance, an entirely combinatorial parameter. It
would be interesting to know whether we can adopt the approach in [6] to take the geometric shape into
account when we build the hierarchy so as to derive bounds dependent on the parameters of motion and
the sampling rate of time.
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